
1. To be eligible for this promotion simply hit a minimum   
 of two taxable Royal Flushes playing max coin-in on    
 select video poker machines during the promotional    
 period and receive double the payout on the second royal  
 hit. Wild cards or Dream Cards do not qualify. 
2. Taxable is defined as any jackpot of $1,200 or more. 
3. Eligible promotion days are every Sunday through     
 Thursday from July 5, 2015 through July 23, 2015  
 at midnight. 
4. Both taxable Royal Flushes must be hit within the same   
 qualifying period. 
5. Qualifying periods are as follows:
  a. July 5 - 9
  b. July 12 - 16
  c. July 19 - 23
6. If a Royal Flush is hit near the end of the qualifying    
 period, the second Royal flush must still be hit      
 before the qualifying period ends that week. 
7. Once a taxable Royal Flush is hit on an eligible machine,   
 the Royal Flush will be recorded and verified by a slot   
 floor person. 
8. The floor person will give the player a copy of a voucher   
 for the first Royal Flush hit so they can show the floor    
 person as proof when a second Royal Flush is hit. 
9. Once a second taxable Royal Flush is hit on an eligible   
 machine, the slot floor person will verify and then pay the  
 player for the Royal Flush hit and give them a voucher   
 which they will take to the Club. They will have 72 hours  
 to redeem the voucher for the additional amount equal 
 in value to the Royal Flush up to a maximum of $5,000. 
10. The B Connected Club will issue the bonus amount in    
 Slot dollars and the player will have seven (7) days to    
 play the slot dollars from date of issue. 
11. A player will be paid double on the second Royal Flush   
 of equal or lesser value hit during the qualifying period.   
 Any subsequent Royal Flushes hit during the qualifying   

 promotion days. do not qualify.  
12. The second royal flush jackpot must be equal or lesser   
 value than the first jackpot and the lesser of the two    
 jackpots will be paid double.   
13. Players must be playing with their B Connected Card    
 properly inserted in the machine in order to qualify for  
 this promotion and show proper ID. The person playing   
 the machine must match the players card inserted when   
 the royal flush is won. We reserve the right to verify    
 through surveillance. 
14. Royal Flushes hit on Triple or Five Play, 10 play, 50 play   
 or 100 play only count as one royal flush no matter how   
 many are hit.
15. Winners are responsible for any and all taxes and  
 other fees.
16. Boyd may disqualify any person for any prize based    
 upon fraud, dishonesty, violation of promotional rules or   
 other misconduct, whether or not related to this Drawing.
17. Any attempt by any person to deliberately damage or    
 manipulate any program or equipment to undermine the   
 legitimate operation of this promotion may be a violation   
 of criminal and civil laws and, should such an attempt be  
 made, Boyd reserves the right to seek recourse against   
 any such person to the fullest extent of the law.
18. Any dispute or situation not covered by these rules shall   
 be resolved by the property’s management in a manner   
 that is fair to all parties. If the patron is not satisfied with   
 management’s decision, he or she may exercise their    
 rights under NRS 463.361 et eq. and request the Nevada  
 Gaming Control Board to review the matter.
19. All participants agree to grant Boyd Gaming       
 unconditional use of their name and likeness for     
 promotional use without compensation, consideration,   
 notice, review or consent.
20. Management reserves the right to modify or cancel this   
 promotion at its discretion. 
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